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Introduction!
Auxiliary Machine II Lab uses cutaway equipment, operational trainers, and 

simulators. The goal of the lab is for students to be able to follow directions to do 
maintenance on both positive and non-positive displacement pumps. The goal of the lab is to 
understand the operation of control valves and hydraulics. !

The objective of the first four labs is to disassemble and reassemble the machinery as 
per the STCW requirements. !
!
Requirements for Lab:!
Steel toed shoes, Eye protection, and a Boiler suit. All students need to bring their lab 

book, calculator, and pen/pencil. !
!
Labs are mandatory. This is a STCW lab. If you miss a lab, this will result in a failing 

grade for the semester until the lab has been made up at the instructor’s convenience or 
within the timeframe of the Fall of 2015.  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Split Case Centrifugal Pump!
!
Learning Objectives:!
❖ OICEW - A4.3 Preparation, operation, fault detection and measures to prevent damage for 

auxiliary prime movers and associated systems!
❖ OICEW - C2.3 Dismantling, adjustment and reassembling of machinery and equipment!
❖ OICEW - C2.4 The use of appropriate specialized tools!
❖ OICEW - 8.2A Demonstrate proficiency in centrifugal pump maintenance!
❖ Read and follow written instructions!
❖ Read and understand a blueprint!
❖ Disassemble and reassemble a centrifugal pump!
❖ Operate a pump, monitoring suction, discharge pressures, and power requirements!!
USCG STCW Standards:!
• Plan reflects proper sequence of actions, is complete, and conforms to the requirements of 

manufacturer’s instructions and ship’s procedures!
• Dismantling, examination and measurements, assessment of wear or deterioration, re-

fitting and clearance checks, and replacement/adjustment of seals is successful and 
conducted according to plan!

• Actions taken are correctly and completely described!
• Required steps taken are verified by assessor, utilizing sample checklist as a guide !
• No safety violations are observed!!!!
Student’s Name:! _________________________! ! Date:________________________!!!
Instructor’s Name:! _________________________! ! Date:________________________!!!
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Maintenance Data:!

!!
Preliminary:!
1. Read complete lab handout!
2. Complete lock-out, tag-out procedures to electrical power, pump suction, and discharge 

valves. (Ensure lock-out, tag-out sheet is filled out, signed, and dated!!)!
3. Stop until instructor has approved the lock-out, tag-out           Instructor_______________!
4. Visually inspect the pump, then open casing drains and vent!
5. Fill in the Maintenance Data log!
6. Make room on the workbench for parts!!
Disassembly:!
1. Remove the coupling guard (1/2” wrench)!
2. Loosen the coupling set screws on the motor and pump end. (allen key 6/32”). Separate 

the motor from the pump by sliding the coupling apart!
3. Remove the rubber Spider coupling !
4. Remove the vent tubing (9/16” tubing wrench)!
5. Loosen and unscrew the mechanical seal gland bolts on both glands (3/4 wrench)!
6. Loosen and remove the 4 casing nuts (ref# 425, 1- 1/4” socket) and the 9 casing bolts (ref# 

426, 1- 1/8” socket) Do this in a cross pattern!
7. Remove the casing tapered dowel pins (ref# 469G) by screwing down the 9/16” nut on 

top of the pins!
8. Inset a pry bar into the machined slots in the lower casing and pry up against the upper 

casing half. Do this SLOWLY as you only want to separate the two halves!
9. Place a pipe in the eye bolt on the upper half of the casing. Lift the upper casing and place 

it on the bench on its side. DO THIS WITH TWO PEOPLE!!!!!
10. Carefully remove the casing gasket!
11. Loosen and remove the bearing housing hold down bolts from both ends of the pump 

(ref# 372U and 134, 15/16” socket)!
12. With two people lift the impeller assembly out and place it on the wooden stand!
13. Loosen the bearing housing cover bolts on both sides (ref# 371C, 9/16” socket)!
14. Remove the bolts holding the bearing housing (ref# 371C) and slide the bearing housing 

off the shaft. If tight, use a soft-head hammer to remove the housing!

Model: Serial Number:

Size: Type of Seal:

Impeller Type: Impeller Size:

Motor RPM: Motor HP:
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15. On the THRUST BEARING end, remove the bearing retaining ring (ref# 361). This is done 
using the retaining ring/snap ring pliers!

16. Using the bearing pullers, remove the THRUST BEARING, JOURNAL BEARING, and 
bearing end covers (ref# 109)!

17. Remove the deflector (ref# 123) from the shaft !
18. Remove the gland bolts and then the mechanical seal gland and gasket!!
NOTE: BE CAREFUL HANDLING THE MECHANICAL SEAL!!
As you remove the gland, be careful to tip the unit so the carbon (rotary seal) does not fall 
out. Sometimes it sticks to the stationary seal which is ceramic and is located in the housing. 
If the carbon seal is stuck to the ceramic seal, remove it and place it on the bench on a sheet of 
paper or cardboard. Be careful not to place it on the sealing side. If the seal is still in the seal 
housing on the shaft, remove it and place it on the bench taking care as noted above.!

!
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!!
19. Remove the casing wear rings (ref# 103). Use an outside micrometer to measure the OD of 

the impeller eye. Use a dial caliper to measure the ID of the casing wear ring. This 
measurement is to determine the amount of wear and clearance of the wear ring and 
impeller. You will subtract the impeller OD from the wear ring ID and divide by two. The 
manufacture recommends 0.005” to 0.007” running clearance between the impeller and 
ring.!!

20. Place the seal gland on the bench on a sheet of paper or cardboard with the seal facing 
down. Using your thumbs, press out the seal.!

21. The instructor will review the mechanical seal construction, operation, and the parts of 
the shaft seal.!!

Assembly: !
1. Reinstall the casing wear rings. Make sure the beveled edge goes toward the impeller.!
2. Reassemble the mechanical seal:!

1. Check both seals for cracks or breaks!
2. Inspect the o-ring for any wear or damage!

Impeller OD Ring ID Clearance
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3. Place the ceramic seal in the gland housing, ensuring the sealing side is facing up. 
Using a clean or piece of white paper to protect the seal face, press the seal into the 
housing using your hands.!

4. Install the carbon seal (rotary seal) onto the shaft. Ensure that the notches on the seal 
fit properly into the stainless steel ring that holds and drives the rotating carbon seal. 
Use a clean rag or paper to ensure the seal is on fully.!!

AVOID TOUCHING THE FACES OF THE SEALS AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE AS THIS 
WILL LEAD TO THEM FAILING!!!!!!!
3. Reinstall the seal gland and gasket on to the shaft, taking care not to damage the 

stationary ceramic seal face. Reinstall the gland bolts.!
4. Reinstall the deflector. Check to see if you can notice the deflector is touching the 

machined part of the shaft. If not, you need to compress the rotary seal spring some more 
by pushing on the deflector and rotary seal assembly until the deflector touches the 
machined surface. If this is not done, the rest of the assembly will not fit properly.!

5. Reinstall the inner bearing cover. Ensure the gasket is in place. If necessary, put some anti-
seize on the gasket.!

6. Reinstall the bearings:!
1. Make sure the bearing heater is powered on!
2. Place the bearing on the heater!
3. After a few minutes using a thermo melt pencil marked for 250 degrees F, touch the 

bearing. If the bearing is hot enough the pencil mark will melt showing that the 
bearing has heated to a high enough temperature to cause it to expand and allow you 
to slide it back on the shaft.!!

Note: You must be quick on getting the bearing all the way back to the bearing stop on the 
shaft. As you are pushing the bearing back, it is cooling off and can bind up before it is fully 
back on. If the bearing is not completely back to the bearing stop, you have to start over!!!!!

4. For the THRUST BEARING, you must reinstall the retaining ring. It is best done while 
you are holding the bearing in place.!

5. After the bearing has cooled, reinstall the bearing housing!
6. Reinstall the bearing housing bolts and tighten them until they are SNUG!

7. Inspect the pump casing for damage and gasket material. You may need to wipe down 
sections to properly inspect the inside of the pump!

8. Ensure that the coupling is on the end of the shaft!
9. Reinstall the pump assembly back into the pump casing. Ensure the wear rings anti 

rotation pins are on top. Make sure the assembly fits flush into the casing. As the assembly 
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is being set, slip the wear rings around until the pins are in the slots on the casing. Ensure 
the gasket for the seal gland is not being set into the casing.!

10. Reinstall the bearing housing to the lower casing bolts and torque to 60 ft-lbs!
11. Torque the bearing housing bolts to 12 ft-lbs!
12. Check the casing gasket. If needed, put a light coating of anti-seize on them. Place them 

on the lower casing ensuring they are set properly.!
13. Reinstall the alignment pins into the upper casing, and with two students reinstall the 

upper casing onto the lower casing !!
Note: While doing this another student should make sure the alignment pins line up to their 
appropriate holes and that the gasket does not move while placing the units together. DO 
NOT move the upper housing once in place as you may also be moving the gasket.!!
14. Install the casing nuts and bolts, tightening them in a cross pattern until they are SNUG. 

Then torque them to 40 ft-lbs. DO NOT force the bolts into place, you should be able to 
hand screw them in, if the housing are set properly.!

15. Ensure that the pipe plug on the seal gland is UP and the gland gasket is in place. Tighten 
the mechanical seal gland bolts until the gasket seals against the pump casking. DO NOT 
over tighten as this is a rubber gasket. !!

Note: Before tightening the bolts, ensure that the rotary mechanical seal is properly set. If you 
miss this, you stand a good chance that the seal will not fit properly and crack. You will not 
notice any problems until you turn the water on and the pump leaks around the seal.!!
16. Reinstall the flexible coupling!
17. Turn the pump shaft by hand to make sure it turns freely!
18. Reinstall the coupling guard!
19. Reinstall the vent line!!
Ready the Pump for Operation:!
1. Remove the lock-out, tag-out equipment from the suction and discharge valves!
2. Close the drain valves and the vent valve!
3. Roll over the portable water supply tank and attach the hoses. Open the valves on the 

hoses.!
4. Open the pump suction valve checking for leaks. If leaks are observed, take appropriate 

action to secure them.!
5. Open the casing vent valve and leave open until a steady flow of water comes from the 

vent line. The pump is full of water and is primed. Re-check for leaks.!
6. Remove the lock-out, tag-out equipment from the power circuit breakers and close both 

breakers. (Ensure all lock-out, tag-out paperwork is complete)!
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7. Log the suction side pressure gauge reading!
8. Start the motor. The discharge valve is closed. This will give you the maximum discharge 

pressure and minimum current drawn on the motor. !!
Note: The discharge pressure gauge and power meter ampere readings. Log these values in 
the table. !!
9. After the motor is up to speed and you have your readings, open the discharge valve 

slowly. !!
Note: The amperage reading goes up and the discharge pressure goes down. After the 
discharge valve is fully open, log in the table the amperage and pressure gauge readings.!!
10. Stop the pump. Open the motor controller and the circuit breakers!
11. Close the suction and discharge valves on the pump and water supply lines!
12. At this point, the instructor will instruct you on how the system should be left for the next 

class!
13. Empty the drain bucket under the pump and ensure all the tools are placed in the tool box 

properly!
14. ENSURE THE TOQURE WRENCH IS ZEROED!!!!!
Split Case Pump Operation Log!!

!!!!!!!!!

Valve Position Pump Power Amperage Suction PSI Discharge PSI

Suct. Open!
Disch. Closed

Off

Suct. Open!
Disch. Closed

On

Suct. Open!
Disch. Open

On
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Calculations:!!
! Using the information collected, calculate how much head the pump can generate. 
Show your math and units. Also calculate the GPM of the pump.!!!!!!
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Questions:!!!!!
1. Why did the pump prime itself without having to start the pump?!!!!!!!
2. Explain how the mechanical seal works.!!!!!!!!
3. What type of impeller is in the split case?!!!!!!!
4. Why do we have wearing rings? !!!!!!
5. How do you properly remove and install a bearing?  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End Suction Centrifugal Pump!
!
Learning Objectives:!
❖ OICEW- A4.3 Preparation, operation, fault detection, and measures to prevent damage for 

auxiliary prime movers and associated systems!
❖ OICEW- C2.3 Dismantling, adjustment, and reassembling of machinery and equipment!
❖ OICEW- C2.4 The use of appropriate specialized tools!
❖ OICEW- 8.2A Demonstrate proficiency in centrifugal pump maintenance!
❖ Read and follow written instructions!
❖ Read and understand a blueprint!
❖ Properly handle basic hand tools!
❖ Disassemble and reassemble centrifugal pumps!
❖ Operate a pump, monitoring suction, discharge pressures, and power requirements!!
USCG STCW Standards:!
• Plan reflects proper sequence of actions, is complete, and conforms to the requirements of 

manufacturer’s instructions and ship’s procedures!
• Dismantling, examination and measurement, assessment of wear or deterioration, re-fitting 

and clearance checks, and replacement/adjustment of seals is successful and conducted 
according to plan!

• Actions taken are correctly and completely described!
• Required steps taken are verified by assessor, utilizing sample checklist as a guide!
• No safety violations are observed!!!!
Student’s Name:! _______________________! ! Date:! ____________________________!!!
Instructor’s Name:! _______________________! ! Date:! ____________________________  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Maintenance Data:!

!
Preliminary:!
1. Read complete lab handout!
2. Complete lock-out, tag-out procedures to electrical power, suction, and discharge valves. 

(Ensure all paperwork is filled out, signed, and dated!!)!
3. Stop until instructor has approved the lock-out, tag-out           Instructor_______________!
4. Visually inspect the pump, then open casing drains and vent!
5. Fill in the above data log with information from the nameplate. (The rest of the log will be 

filled in later)!
6. Make room on the workbench for parts!!
Disassembly:!
1. Remove the packing gland (ref# 107) by unscrewing both 9/16” gland stud nuts (ref# 

355). Then slide the packing gland back off the gland studs.!!
Note: The packing gland is split and comes off in two pieces!!
2. Using the packing removal tool, remove two sections of packing!
3. Remove the coupling guard between the pump and motor!
4. Separate the motor from the pump by removing the coupling!

1. Using a 5/16” wrench, remove the 4 coupling bolts that hold the motor end coupling 
pieces together!

2. Loosen both coupling set screws with a 5/32” hex (Allen) wrench, then slide both the 
motor and pump coupling halves away from each other!

3. Remove the rubber flexible coupling piece and motor side coupling hub!
5. Disconnect the 1/4” tubing line from the vent valve and the 1/4” brass pipe, screwed into 

the stuffing box!
6. Using a small pipe wrench, remove the brass pipe from the stuffing box!
7. Remove the 4 adapter to case bolts, size 15/16” (ref# 370)!
8. Loosen the 3/4” bearing frame foot bolt (ref# 241)!!
Note: It may be necessary to tighten the 2 adapters to case jacking bolts (ref# 418) to loosen 
the frame adapter (ref# 108) from the pump (ref# 100)!!

Model: Serial Number:

Size: Packing Type:                                  Size:

Sleeve Diameter: Impeller Type:                                 Size:

Motor RPM: Motor HP:
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Note: The following is a two person job! Do not drop the bearing frame!!!!
9. Slide the bearing frame (ref# 228) back from the pump casing until the impeller clears the 

casing!
10. Turn the bearing frame 90 degrees and tighten the bearing frame hold down bolt!
11. Remove the jacking bolts!
12. Carefully remove and inspect the casing gasket (ref# 351)!
13. Remove the impeller (ref# 101). Use an adjustable wrench to hold the shaft in place with 

the pump coupling, and a strap wrench on the impeller. The impeller has right hand 
threads, thus unscrew in counter-clockwise direction.!

14. Measure the size of the impeller and note it in the maintenance data section!
15. Remove the seal chamber/stuffing box cover (ref# 184) from the frame adapter by 

removing the 1/2” stuffing box cover-to-adapter nuts and sliding the stuffing box cover 
out!

16. Using a machinist’s rule determine the correct packing size by measuring the distance 
from the shaft sleeve to the edge of the packing box!!

Note: The size of the packing in the maintenance data suction !
 !
17. Remove the shaft sleeve and lantern ring!
18. Using dial calipers, measure the diameter of the shaft sleeve!
19. Measure the wooden mandrel to be used in cutting the packing to ensure that it is the 

correct one!
20. Using the correct mandrel and packing knife, cut two packing strips and set them aside 

for later use!!
STOP: The instructor will review the assembly and operation of this unit!!
21. Check shaft/sleeve run out: Put on the shaft and thread on impeller, hand tight. Using the 

magnetic base indicator, mount the dial indicator so the dial indicator is in the center of 
the shaft and perpendicular to it. Rotate the shaft 360 degrees. Log the reading, if total 
indicator reading is greater than 0.002”, disassemble and determine cause. Remove 
impeller and shaft sleeve.!

22. Check frame face run out: Using the screw base, mount the dial indicator on the shaft 
and place the indicator so it is touching the frame face. Rotate the shaft so the indicator 
rides along the face for 360 degrees. If the total indicator is greater than 0.001” 
disassemble and determine cause. Log readings.!

23. Check shaft end play: Using the magnetic base indicator, mount the dial indicator on the 
drive end so the dial is touching the end of the shaft. Move the shaft forward then 
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backward by hand. Log reading. If the reading is greater than listed, disassemble and 
determine cause.!!

!
Reassembly:!
1. Carefully reinstall the sleeve into the seal chamber/stuffing box cover. Inset the lantern 

ring and both packing strips that were previously cut!!
Note: Make sure each piece is staggered 90 degrees from the last piece. Use the packing 
gland to push each ring of packing into place and tighten the bolts finger tight.!!
2. Put a light coating of anti-seize on the inside of the sleeve, if necessary!
3. Carefully install the seal camber/stuffing box cover and sleeve over the pump shaft. Make 

sure the 1/4” pipe hole is facing up. Press the cover firmly into its groove.!
4. Install the cover nuts and tighten to 20 ft-lbs!
5. Put anti-seize on the casing gasket (ref# 351) and carefully install the gasket!
6. Put a light coating of anti-seize on the impeller threads and install the impeller by turning 

clockwise!
7. Tighten the impeller until it is snug (use the strap wrench and the adjustable wrench on 

the shaft coupling)!
8. Loosen the frame foot bolt and reinstall the bearing frame back into the pump casing!!
Note: This is a two person job. Be careful while moving the pump assembly!!
9. Install and tighten the 4 casing bolts, in a cross pattern, to 30 ft-lbs!
10. Tighten the frame foot bolt snug using a 3/4” wrench!
11. Set the impeller to case clearance @ 0.010”!

1. Loosen the jam nuts (ref# 423) on the jacking bolts (ref# 370D) and back the jacking 
bolts out about two turns!

2. Tighten each locking bolt (ref# 370C) evenly, drawing the bearing housing towards the 
bearing frame. Rotate the shaft as you do this so you know when the impeller contacts 
the casing!

3. Mount the magnetic base dial indicator assembly so the indicator is against the 
coupling end of the shaft!

4. Push the dial indicator towards the shaft until the contact pointer causes the pointer to 
turn about a half of a revolution. This is done to load the indicator!

Shaft/Sleeve Run Out Frame Face Run Out Shaft End Play

Tolerance 0.002” 0.001” 0.0011”/0.0019”

Reading
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5. Tighten the linkage so the indicator cannot move from this position. Now, zero the 
indicator!!

Note: BE SURE NOT TO TOUCH THE INDICATOR FROM THIS POINT ON OR YOUR 
READINGS WILL BE OFF AND YOU WILL NEED TO START OVER!!!!!

6. Thread the jacking bolts evenly in until they contact the bearing frame!
7. Loosen the locking bolts about one turn. This will allow you to back out the impeller 

from the casing.!
8. Tighten the jacking bolts slowly and evenly until the indicator reads 0.010”!
9. Tighten the locking bolts snug and jacking bolt jam nuts maintaining the 0.010” 

reading!
10. Check the shaft for free turning!

12. Screw in and tighten the 1/4” brass seal line into the threaded hole in the stuffing box!
13. Reattach the 1/4” tubing to the seal line and valve!
14. Reinstall the coupling, tighten the coupling screws, and check the shaft for free turning!!
Ready the Pump for Operation:!
1. Remove the lock-out, tag-out from the suction and discharge valves!
2. Connect the hoses from the water supply tank and open the shut off valves!
3. Close the pump casing drains, vent valve, and seal line valve!
4. Check that the discharge valve is closed!
5. Open the pump suction valve and the vent valve!
6. Close the vent valve once water flows out the vent line!
7. Check for leaks!
8. Open the seal line valve to supply water to the lantern ring!
9. Check the packing area for water flowing from the packing !
10. Take the suction side pressure reading and note it in the table below !
11. Remove the lock-out, tag-out from the power cord and plug it in (make sure the 

paperwork is filled out) !
12. Close both circuit breakers!
13. Check the power meter to ensure power is available !
14. Start the pump!!
Note: With the discharge valve closed and the pump running you have the least amount of 
work out of the motor, minimum current reading and maximum pressure the pump can 
produce!
 !
15. Log the current reading and pressure reading in the table below!
16. Check that a small amount of water is flowing from the packing area!
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Note: You can control the flow by adjusting the seal supply valve, or tighten down on the 
packing!!
17. Check the temperature of the water!!
Note: If the water is getting hot, the packing is too tight or you are not getting enough water 
to the lantern ring!!
18. Open the discharge valve and check the flow back to the supply tank!
19. Take the motor current reading and discharge pressure reading and log it in the table 

below!!

20. Stop the pump!
21. Close the suction and discharge valves on the pump and feed lines from the water supply 

tank!
22.  ENSURE THE TOQURE WRENCH IS ZEROED!!!  

Discharge Valve Position Suction Pressure (PSI) Discharge Pressure (PSI) Motor Current (Amps)

Closed

Open 
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Calculations:!!
! Using the information collected, calculate how much head the pump can generate. 
Show your math and units. Also calculate the GPM of the pump.  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Questions:!!!!!
1. Explain why there is a lantern ring!!!!!!!
2. What type of impeller is in the end suction!!!!!!!!
3. How do you cut new packing!!!!!!!
4. How do you determine if the packing gland is tight enough !!!!!!
5. Explain the steps used to start the end suction centrifugal pump!!!!
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Duplex Double Acting Reciprocating Pump!
 !
Learning Objectives:!
❖ OICEW- A4.3 Preparation, operation, fault detection, and measures to prevent damage for 

auxiliary prime movers and associated systems!
❖ OICEW- C2.3 Dismantling, adjustment, and reassembling of machinery and equipment!
❖ OICEW- C2.4 The use of appropriate specialized tools!
❖ OICEW- 8.2B Demonstrate proficiency in reciprocating pump maintenance!
❖ Read and follow written instructions!
❖ Read and understand a blueprint!
❖ Properly handle basic hand tools!
❖ Operate a pump, monitoring suction, discharge pressures, and power requirements!
❖ Disassemble and reassemble a duplex, double acting reciprocating pump, set the steam 

admission valves properly, prove the correct settings by actual operation in a closed circuit 
system!!

USCG STCW Standards:!
• Plan reflects proper sequence of actions, is complete, and conforms to the requirements of 

manufacturer’s instructions and ship’s procedures!
• Dismantling, examination and measurement, assessment of wear or deterioration, re-fitting 

and clearance checks, and replacement/adjustment of seals is successful and conducted 
according to plan!

• Actions taken are correctly and completely described!
• Required steps taken are verified by assessor utilizing sample checklist as a guide!
• No safety violations are observed!!!!
Student’s Name:! ________________________! ! Date:________________________!!!
Instructor’s Name:! ________________________! ! Date:________________________!!
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Preliminary:!
1. Read the complete lab handout!
2. Close the steam chest inlet (in our case compressed air) and air supply valve (at bulkhead) !
3. Complete lock-out, tag-out procedures to the steam chest inlet, air supply valve, the water 

suction and discharge valves. (Ensure all paperwork is filled out, signed, and dated!!)!
4. Stop until instructor has approved the lock-out, tag-out           Instructor_______________!
5. Visually inspect the pump and drain the steam end and the water end (use the 1/2” drain 

valves attached underneath the pump end)!
6. Make room on the workbench for parts!!
Disassembly:!
1. Remove the steam cylinder head (ref# 2, 15/16” box end wrench), and carefully remove 

the steam head gasket!
2. Remove the water cylinder head (ref# 59, 15/16” box end wrench), and carefully remove 

the pump head gasket!!
Note: You will have water leakage here. Try to contain the water in the drip pan!!
3. Remove the four 1 - 7/16” nuts that hold the force chamber in place (ref#65, 1 - 7/16” 

socket). Then remove the force chamber and the force chamber rubber gasket!!
Note: You will have water leakage here. Try to contain the water in the drip pan!!
4. Remove the discharge valve plate (ref# 62) and the discharge valve plate gasket!!
Note: DO NOT REMOVE THE SUCTION VALVES!!
Stop: At this point the students will disassemble all four discharge valves:!
• Unscrewing counter-clockwise (CCW) the valve guard (ref# 85)!
• Remove the discharge valve spring (ref# 87)!
• Remove the valve rotator (ref# 84a)!
• Remove the valve disc (ref# 84)!
• Instructor will now explain the operation!!
5. Reassemble all four discharge valves and tighten them hand tight!
6. Remove the steam chest cover (ref# 19, 1 - 1/4” box end wrench) and gasket!!
STOP: The instructor will go over the operation of the Duplex Double Acting Reciprocating 
Pump!!
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7. Remove the two valve rod head pins (ref# 571)!
8. Lift and remove the steam chest (ref# 18)!!
STOP: Notice that the “D” slide valves are NOT symmetrical. The longer end must face the 
steam cylinder head. If these are reinstalled incorrectly, you will not be able to set the “D” 
slide valves!!!!!!!
9. Remove the “D” slide valves!!
Notice how the underside is cutaway to allow the flow of the exhaust steam. Due to the 
machined face, the “D” slide valves must be set on their side. !!
Note: There is no need to remove the “D” slide valve plate (seat)!!
10.  Loosen the piston rod spool jam nuts (ref# 3411, (2) 1 - 3/8” open end wrenches on each 

side of the spool piece)!!
Note: If the shafts don’t separate, use a 3/4” combination wrench on the steam side and a 
13/16” wrench on the water side !!
11. Loosen the water end and steam end packing nuts (13/16” wrench)!
12. Unscrew the water end rod (ref# 332) from the crosshead (ref# 34), then unscrew the 

crosshead from the steam piston rod (ref# 33)!
13. Remove the two locknuts (ref# 332) from the piston rods!
14. Thread the piston removal tool (threaded rod) into the tapped hole in the steam piston 

(ref# 7)!
15. Remove the steam piston and rod assembly and then set the assembly aside!
16. Thread the piston removal tool (threaded rod) into the tapped hole in the water piston 

(ref# 69)!
17. Remove the water piston and rod assembly and then set the assembly aside!
18. Measure the diameter of the water and steam piston cylinder and record the readings!!

!
Note: We will not be pulling the packing out of this pump!!
Reassembly: !
1. Using a lint free rag, wipe out the cylinder liners (steam end and water end) with a rag. 

Spray a little WD 40 into the steam end.!

Water Piston Diameter:

Steam Piston Diameter:
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2. Start the steam piston in the liner. Attach the ring compressor around the steam piston 
and using a wooden handle lightly tap on the piston head until the rings are completely 
in the cylinder.!!

BE EXTREMELY CAREFUL HANDLING THE RING COMPRESSOR AS THE EDGES 
ARE VERY SHARP!!!
DO NOT STRIKE THE PISTON HEAD WITH A HAMMER AS THIS WILL BREAK THE 
RINGS!!
 !
3. Rethread the locknut (ref# 34211) and the crosshead (ref# 34) back onto the steam rod. 

Screw the threads until it reaches the middle of the crosshead.!
4. DO NOT lubricate the water end!
5. Reinstall the water piston by pushing and twisting lightly, then using a 1” socket and a 

speed wrench, thread the water rod into the crosshead until it touches the steam rod in the 
middle of the crosshead.!

6. Tighten the locknuts agains the crosshead (Two 1 - 3/8” open end wrenches)!!
Note: Do not over tighten !!
7. FINGER TIGHTEN the steam packing gland nuts!
8. Install the steam chest gasket!
9. Reinstall both “D” slide valves with the long end pointing toward the steam cylinder 

head!
10. Reinstall the steam chest with the short end of the lost motion nut (ref# 56) pointing down 

into the ears of the “D” slide valves!
11. Reinstall the steam cylinder head and tighten the bolts to 50 ft-lbs in the following 

crossing pattern!! !!!!!!!!!!!
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12. Center the pistons and “D” slide valves!
13. Remove the water side packing nuts!
14. Move the packing gland towards the spool piece!
15. Push the water piston up against the water cylinder head!!
Notice the mark on the rod at the packing gland!!
16. Push the water piston through its complete stroke towards the steam end!
17. Measure from the mark to the stuffing box face, record this reading !!
18. Take your number and divide it by 2 to find the center of the stroke and mark it!
19. Move the piston to this location !
20. Repeat the same procedure for the other piston !
21. Center the steam chest and make it snug by tightening two nuts with pipe spacers and flat 

washers (ref page#)!
22. Center the “D” slide valves over the steam ports and adjust for lost motion!
23. Reinstall the valve rod head pins (ref# 571)!
24. Carefully remove the two nuts and pipe spacers that were holding the steam chest in 

place !
25. Reinstall the steam chest cover gasket and steam chest cover!
26. Tighten the four cover nuts in a crossing pattern to 50 ft-lbs!
27. Reinstall the water cylinder head and tighten the eight bolts in a crossing pattern to 50 ft-

lbs!
!

28. Reinstall the discharge valve plate gasket and the discharge valve plate (ref# 62)!
29. Reinstall the force chamber (ref# 65) and tighten the bolts in a crossing pattern to 50 ft-lbs!

Stroke: 
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30. Offset one piston  !
To Simplify the Timing Procedure:!
• Close the steam valve and the water side valves!
• Lock-out, Tag-out at this time!
• Center the piston (this will give you the stroke, which is (L))!
• Plumb the rocker arm!
• Square the “D” slide valves over the ports!
• Equalize for Lost Motion!
• Move one piston off center!!
NOTE: If there is not enough Lost Motion, the pistons will “short stroke”. If there is too much 
Lost Motion, the pistons will “long stroke” and strike the heads!!
REMEMBER: A Duplex double acting pump has five ports:!
❖ Two admission ports!
❖ Two exhaust ports!
❖ One main exhaust port!!!
Ready the Pump for Operation:!
1. Remove the lock-out, tag-out (Ensure the paperwork is signed and dated)!
2. Connect the water tank to the suction and discharge lines!
3. Connect the compressed air from the wall!
4. Close and open the cushioning chamber valve (notice the difference in discharge pressure)!
5. ENSURE THE TOQURE WRENCH IS ZEROED!!!!!!!
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Calculation:!!
Solve the following problem for GPM as determine by the Instructor:!!
Remember the following for a Reciprocating Pump: !!
GPM = LANE/231!!
GPM = Gallons per minute!
L = Length of stroke!
A = Area of the water piston in square inches: (0.7854 X D^2)!
N = Number of (working) strokes per minute!
E = Efficiency of the pump: (For lab purpose use 92%)!!!
To ensure that the “N” is the proper number, remember the following:!!

 !!!!!

If it is a:

Simplex Single Acting: N/2 Duplex Single Acting: N

Simplex Double Acting: N Duplex Double Acting: N X 2
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Questions:!!!!!
1. Describe a simplex pump!!!!!!!
2. What are “D” slide valves as used on a reciprocating duplex pump?!!!!!!!!
3. What do the numbers 8 X 4 X 10 mean in relation to a reciprocating pump?!!!!!!!
4. How do you equalize for lost motion?!!!!!!!
5. List several reasons why a simplex or duplex reciprocating pump may fail to provide a 

normal amount of water.!!!!
!
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Two Stage Reciprocating Quincy Air Compressor!
!
Learning Objectives:!
❖ OICEW - A4.1 Basic construction and operation principles of an air compressor!
❖ OICEW - A4.3 Preparation, operation, fault detection and measures to prevent damage for 

auxiliary prime movers and associated systems!
❖ OICEW - C2.3 Dismantling, adjustment, and reassembling of machinery and equipment!
❖ OICEW - C2.4 The use of appropriate specialized tools!
❖ OICEW - 5-1D Demonstrate proficiency in starting an air compressor!
❖ OICEW - 5-1E Demonstrate proficiency in shutting down an air compressor!
❖ Read and follow written instructions!
❖ Read and understand a blueprint!
❖ Properly handle basic hand tools!
❖ Operate a pump, monitoring suction, discharge pressures, and power requirements!
❖ Disassemble and reassemble a two stage reciprocating air compressor. Run the air 

compressor to demonstrate correct operation.!!
USCG STCW Standards:!
• Plan reflects proper sequence of actions, is complete, and conforms to the requirements of 

manufacturer’s instructions and ship’s procedures!
• Dismantling, examination and measurement, assessment of wear or deterioration, re-fitting 

and clearance checks, and replacement/adjustment of seals is successful and conducted 
according to plan!

• Actions taken are correctly and completely described!
• Required steps taken are verified by assessor utilizing sample checklist as a guide!
• No safety violations are observed!!!!
Student’s Name:! ________________________! ! Date:________________________!!!
Instructor’s Name:! ________________________! ! Date:________________________!!!
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Preliminary: !
1. Read the complete lab handout!
2. Isolate the electrical power, simulation air, and discharge valve!
3. Complete lock-out, tag-out procedures to the electrical power, simulation air, and 

discharge valve. (Ensure all paperwork is filled out, signed, and dated!!)!
4. Stop until instructor has approved the lock-out, tag-out           Instructor_______________!
5. Remove the belt guard from the flywheel !
6. Visually inspect the compressor!
7. Make room on the cart for parts!!
YOU WILL BE REMOVING THE L.P. AND H.P. VALVE ASSEMBLIES!!!!
Disassembly:!
1. Remove and set aside the air intake manifold (ref# 9, 5/8” box end wrench), with the air 

intake filter (ref# 11), and the air intake flange gasket (ref# 7) as a complete assembly!
2. Remove the discharge pipe flange (ref# 10, 5/8” box end wrench)!
3. Remove and set aside the unloader and crankcase vent tubing lines!!
If necessary, use the correct wrench (flare nut), but the lines should be hand tight!!!
4. Remove the High Pressure (H.P.) suction valve unloader assembly (ref# 24, 18” angle pipe 

wrench)!
5. Then remove the H.P. unloader piston assembly (ref# 15) and the unloader pin (ref# 6)!
6. Remove the H.P. suction valve hold down screw (ref# 14, manufacturer’s special wrench)!
7. Take out the valve plate (ref# 23) completely!
8. Remove the valve plate cover (ref# 23), bolts (ref# 17, 5/8” wrench), and the valve plate 

cover gasket (ref# 21)!
9. Remove the valve retainer (ref# 7), the valve platform (ref# 5), the H.P. suction valve 

assembly (ref# 2), and the copper gasket (ref# 25)!
10. Completely remove the hold down bolt from the valve plate cover (ref# 22) on the H.P. 

discharge valve assembly!
11. Remove the H.P. discharge valve plate cover (ref# 22) and gasket (ref# 21)!
12. Remove the H.P. discharge valve retainer (ref# 8, using a magnet)!
13. Remove the discharge valve assembly (ref# 19) and the copper gasket (ref# 25)!
14. Repeat the above steps for the front Low Pressure (L.P.) suction valves!!
Do not remove the L.P. discharge plate with the lifting eye!!!!!
15. Loosen and remove all the head bolts (using a 1/2” box end wrench, 3/4” box end 

wrench, and a 1/2” 12 point socket with 1/2” drive)!
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!
NOTE: There are 18 head bolts total. The intercooler bolts are longer than the head bolts. Use 
the cardboard cutout to place the bolts in.!!
16. Remove the compressor head (ref# 1, using the chain hoist)!
17. Carefully remove the cylinder head gasket (ref# 2) and the intercooler gasket (ref# 5)!!
STOP: At this point the Instructor will show the unloader assembly operation, by using the 
cutaway model. The Instructor will also go over the flow of air through the compressor head 
from intake through discharge:!
A. Suction into the L.P. cylinder!
B. Discharge from the L.P. cylinder to intercooler inlet!
C. Intercooler discharge to the suction of the H.P. cylinder!
D. Discharge of the H.P. cylinder to air receiver!!
Reassembly:!
1. Install the three (threaded rod) alignment studs (one in the intercooler and two in the 

head)!
2. Reinstall the head gasket (ref# 2) and the intercooler gasket (ref# 5)!
3. Reinstall the cylinder head (ref# 1, using the chain hoist)!
4. Thread in all head bolts and intercooler bolts!
5. Remove the alignment studs and install the final three bolts!
6. Hand tighten all head bolts!
7. Torque the head bolts in the correct pattern to 40 ft-lbs then to 65 ft-lbs!!
NOTE: On the bolts that cannot be reached by the conventional torque wrench, use the 
“special torque wrench” and set the torque wrench for 40 ft-lbs then 65 ft-lbs!!
8. Install H.P. suction and discharge valve copper gaskets (ref# 13)!
9. Install the discharge valve assembly (ref# 3) and the discharge valve retainer (ref# 4)!
10. Install the suction valve assembly (ref# 2), the valve platform (ref# 5), and the valve 

retainer (ref# 7)!!
DO NOT INSTALL UNLOADER PIN YET!!!!!
11. Reinstall the suction and discharge valve cover gaskets!
12. Tighten valve cover hold down bolts (ref# 17) to 15 ft-lbs then 30 ft-lbs (using a crossing 

pattern)!
13. Install the suction valve hold down screw (ref# 14) and the discharge valve hold down 

screw (ref# 11)!
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14. Tighten suction valve hold down screw to 50 ft-lbs (using special manufacturers tool)!
15. Tighten the discharge valve hold down screw to 50 ft-lbs!
16. Tighten the locknut until it is snug!
17. Install the unloader pin (ref# 6)!
18. Install unloader assembly gasket (ref# 13) !
19. Install unloader piston assembly (ref# 15)!
20. Install the unloader assembly (ref# 24)!
21. Snug up the unloader assembly (18” angle pipe wrench). DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN!!
22. Repeat the above steps for the L.P. suction and discharge valves!
23. Reconnect the crankcase breather and the unloader tubing lines!
24. Reinstall the air filter manifold assembly (ref# 9)!
25. Torque the bolts in a crossing pattern to 40 ft-lbs!
26. Reinstall the discharge pipe flange!
27. Torque the bolts in a crossing pattern to 40 ft-lbs!!
Ready the Compressor for Operation: !
1. Remove the lock-out, tag-out (ensure the paperwork is signed and dated)!
2. Reinstall the belt guard!
3. Check the oil level!
4. ENSURE THE TORQUE WRENCHES ARE ZEROED!!!!!
When running, observe the load (amps) with the compressor unloaded and then loaded.!

!
Unloaded (amps): Loaded (amps):
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Questions:!!!!!
1. To obtain maximum efficiency, two stage air compressors are usually_______.!!!!!!!
2. Explain the air flow through the heads from suction to discharge?!!!!!!!!
3. For what is the intercooler used?!!!!!!!
4. How does the H.P. and L.P. valves operate?!!!!!!!
5. How does the unloader work?!!
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Pneumatic Control Lab!
!
Learning Objectives:!
❖ OICEW - C2.7 The interpretation of piping, hydraulic, and pneumatic diagrams!
❖ Construct pneumatic systems on a pneumatic simulator!
❖ Operate pneumatic systems and demonstrate proper operation!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Student’s Name:! ________________________! ! Date:________________________!!!
Instructor’s Name:! ________________________! ! Date:________________________  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Introduction:!
The lab will consist of drawing a circuit or circuits on a computer simulator. The student will 
then transfer the circuit to a drawing, consisting of the systems symbols and then assembling 
the circuits on the pneumatic test stand. The instructor will review each circuit symbol as it is 
applied to the circuit on the simulator, the circuit drawing and pneumatic units will be 
reviewed before the circuit is connected on the test stand.!!!
Care must be taken when installing and removing the tubing from the fitting. You need to 
push down on the plastic ring on the fitting and pull up on the tubing to remove it. You only 
need to push tubing into the fitting to have it connect. !!
Some common rules or agreement is made for the symbols of valves:!
• Every switched position is represented by one square !
• The number of squares indicates the number of possible positions it can be switched in!
• The pressure and return lines are drawn to the square that represents its normal (non-

operated) position!
• By shifting the corresponding square, we get different possible positions!
• Lines in the square indicate the ways of flow within the valve!
• Arrows represent the direction of flow!
• The way of operation is drawn using symbols as well!!
Automation Studio:!
❖ Turn on computer!
❖ Open desk top icon !
❖ Open the pneumatic library on the left-hand side!
❖ Open the + and the manual for the components will appear!
❖ Click on the + next to the listed component’s name !
❖ Example: +Compressor and Power Units!

❖ Pressure sources!
❖ Universal fixed displacement !

❖ Enlarge the work area to 150%!
❖ Grab the correct component and drop in to the work area!
❖ When the component has a dotted line around it, you can rotate the component using the 

rotate buttons with the quick bar at the top. Put all the components on the page and 
position them.!

❖ Connect lines to the components as directed on the lab page by placing the mouse over the 
red dot, then left click and drag to the component you are connecting to!

❖ To delete a component - Highlight then right click then select delete!
❖ Under directional valves, you can either make your own or select one that is already there!
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❖ To make your own - Select a valve place in the work area, then double click on the 
valve….The valve properties will appear; then select what is needed !

❖ Once the system is together and operating-Go to simulation-select normal. Now the 
simulation will run!

❖ To exit-Go to simulation and select stop!

!
!
!
!
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Instrument Control Lab!
!
The objective of this lab is to set up and operate a three loop Leslie pilot control pressure 
control system. This system utilizes the simulation of the Kennedy’s auxiliary exhaust 
system.!!
Learning Objectives:!
❖ Function and setting of regulating valves!
❖ Function, operation, and adjustment of diaphragm operated process control valves!
❖ Function, operation, and setup of direct and reverse acting pilot control valves!
❖ Function of direct and reverse controller action in a process loop!
❖ Comparison of ON/OFF control and an automatic process control utilizing proportional 

band in a process system!!!!!!!
Student’s Name:! ________________________! ! Date:________________________!!!
Instructor’s Name:! ________________________! ! Date:________________________  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Introduction:!
! This lab involves the set up operation of a pressure controlled process loop, utilizing 
the Leslie pilot control valves and diaphragm operated valves. The unit we will be using is a 
simulation of the Kennedy’s auxiliary exhaust system, which is made up of three separate 
loops controlling one system. They consist of one Leslie pressure direct adjustable 
proportional (PDAP) control valve, two Leslie reverse adjustable proportional (PRAP) pilot 
control valves, two Leslie class DLO, and one Masonelian diaphragm control valve. Each 
system will be set up separately and then combined to operate as one. !!
To better understand the construction of the Leslie pilot control valve, we will dismantle and 
put back together several Leslie pilot control units.!!
As you look through this lab, you will find pages from Leslie controls installation, operating, 
and maintenance instruction manuals. This is done to assist you in better understanding the 
operation and functions of this equipment. !!
Terminology and Definition:!!
On/Off Control: The simple action of operating a switch or valve to turn a source off and on. A 
simple example is boiler water. Turn the heat on and when the water boils, turn the heat off.!!
Automatic Process Control: As a system becomes more complex and demanding, controls were 
designed to control the system around a particular parameter. This control action that 
governs loop controllers includes three modes: proportional, integral, and derivative better 
known as PID. Because we are only dealing with proportional band in this lab, we will only 
review its function.!!
Proportional Control Mode: The most basic control mode, which produces an output signal 
from a controller, the value which is proportional to the amount of deviation or difference 
between the measured variable and the set-point.!
! Proportional control action responds to the size and sign of the deviation. For each 
value of deviation, there is a specific valve opening. If the process is below the set-point the 
valve will open, as the process goes above the set-point the valve will close. The actual 
relationship between a given deviation value and its corresponding valve opening depends 
on what valve opening can supply the right amount of control media to maintain process set-
point, and the proportional band setting of the controller. The control action is governed by 
the amount of proportional and setting we have. If we have a narrow proportional setting, a 
small process change causes a large valve movement. If there is a wide setting, it will take a 
large process change to have a small valve movement. !!
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Rule of thumb is that the wider the proportional band, the smaller the change in valve 
position for any given change in process variable!!
! Proportional action continues to operate the valves until the process reaches the 
desired value, or set-point. If the proportional band is adjusted narrower than the setting, 
which gives a steady performance, it could cause an unstable control operation.!!
Proportional Band: The range of change or range of deviation, in percent of scale, that 
corresponds to the full range of valve opening.!!
Off Set: Condition found in proportional only controller. It is the difference or “off set” 
between desired set point and the actual process value. !!
A disadvantage of a proportional mode system is that there is a fixed relationship between 
the value of the process variable and the position of the valve. That is there is only one 
position of the valve for any given value of the controlled variable, regardless of the process 
load. So whenever there is a load change, the system will respond and proportional action 
will work to try to bring the process to a set point. However, as proportional action works to 
reduce the deviation, it cannot eliminate it completely. (Off Set) - The size of the off set can be 
reduced by making the proportional band narrow, but this may result in an unstable control 
operation. A proportional band of zero produces a two-position or on-off control. !!
Control Valve Action: Direct and Reverse: The control valve acts directly with a change in the 
process, that is if the process is too high, the dump valve opens and the supply closes; and if 
the process is low the supply valve opens, and dump valve closes. As in most cases all of the 
valves fail closed for this reason. The controller is designed to operate the process valve as 
required by the use of the controller action. !!
Example: If the pressure gets too high, we want the dump valve to open. This is direct acting. 
As the process increases, we want the controller output to increase. In the opposite, if the 
process pressure drops, we want the make-up valves to open. This is reverse acting. As the 
process decreases, we want the controller output to increase.!!!
Diaphragm Operated Control Valve: This is a cage-retained trim control valve with a diaphragm 
operated mounted on top. Reference the later pages showing the valve assembly and the 
valve and trim assembly. !!
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Leslie Pilot Control Valve and Proportional Control: We will be using two types of controller, a 
pressure direct acting adjustable proportional, “PDAP,” and a pressure reverse acting 
adjustable proportional, “PRAP”.!!
The movement of the measuring diaphragm is governed by a range spring and an adjusting 
spring, whose forces are in opposition. The adjusting spring serves as the set point 
adjustment. Motion of the measuring diaphragm is transmitted to the stem and blade spring 
through a yield spring, which allows for over travel of the diaphragm unit after the stem is in 
contact with the blade spring. !!
Proportional response adjustment is provided by the blade spring whose effective length can 
be changed by positioning the two spring support blocks. By adjusting the proportional 
blade spring, more or less movement of the diaphragm is required for a given change in 
output pressure. !!
ADJUSTMENT OF THE PILOT CONTROLS!
Utilizing the schematic drawing:!
1. Ensure all valves are closed!
2. Connect the air supply lines to both stand inlet. Open the supply pressure valve to the pilot 
controls, valve #1!!
Adjust the regulator to 20 psig!
3. Open the air supply valves to the pilot controls, valves #2, 3, & 4!
4. Check the supply gauges on the controls read 20 psig!
5. Set the stem length and the proportional band on all three pilot controls !
6. Open the sensing line for the engine bleed steam and 150 psi steam makeup valves #9 & 
#10!
7. Check the position of the process control valves, the makeup and steam valves should be 
open and the dump valve closed!
8. Notice the control output; they should read 20 psig and 0 psig accordingly!!
We will now set each of the Control Systems, one at a time. This is done to ensure each 
system functions properly by itself. !!
SETTING OF THE BLEED CONTROL SYSTEM!
1. Open the system air supply valve #5 and inlet to the bleed steam makeup valve #6!
2. Adjust the supply air regulator to 45 psig!
3. Check to ensure the exhaust valve #13 is closed!!
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Note: The pressure in the main tank will increase and steady out at a pressure equal to the 
setting of the bleed pilot control !!
4. Check the reading on the main system pressure tank (we want this system to operate 

between 30 to 40 psig!!
Note: Adjusting the set-point adjusting nut will allow increasing or decreasing of the system 
pressure. Check that the bleed valve opens when the pressure drops below 30 psig and closes 
above 40 psig.!!
5. Adjust the proportional band nut, checking the output pressure gauge changes as you 

make an adjustment!!
Note: To check the operation of the system, you can open valve #8 to supply air to the system 
and valve #12 to exhaust the system. These valves allow you to simulate a system change 
without the system operating.!!
SETTING OF THE DUMP CONTROL SYSTEM!
1. Shut the bleed control valve #6!
2. Open the exhaust valve #13!
3. Set the operation of the dump valve controls by opening the pilot sensing valve #11!!
Note: The system pressure, by adjusting valve #8 we can increase system pressure!!
4. Adjust the valve so pressure is above 35 psig (the control valve should open)!
5. Close valve #8!!
Note: As pressure drops notice the valve closes as it drops below 35 psig!!
6. Adjust the control set point to operate the valve at 35 psig!
7. Check setting by operation of valve #8!
8. Adjusting the set-point adjusting nut will allow the setting of the system pressure!
9. Check that the dump valve opens when the pressure increases above 35 psig and closes 

below 35 psig!
10. Adjust the proportional band nut checking the output pressure gauge changes as you 

make an adjustment!
11. Open the bleed control valve #6 and check the operation with both systems operating!
12. Adjust the proportional band on each or either system as needed!
13. Close valves #6, 8, & 12!!
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SETTING OF THE 150 LB CONTROL SYSTEM!
! As you were setting up and testing the bleed make up and dump systems, you may 
have noticed the movement of the makeup valve. This valve is set to open when the system 
pressure drops below the makeup capabilities of the bleed valve. We will set this system to 
operate if system pressure drops to 30 psig.!
1. Open valve #7 and close valve #13!
2. Check system pressure !
3. Open valve #12 to drop the pressure below 30 psig as you observe the control valve open!
4. Adjust the set-point so the valve opens at 30 psig!
5. Operate valves #8 and #12 to simulate the system pressure change!
6. Adjust the proportional band nuts checking the output pressure gauge changes as you 

make an adjustment!!
Check the operation of the complete system by opening valves #6 & 13. By using valve #8 & 
#12, system pressure changes and valve operation can be observed.  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